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Abstract 
Assembly line is a sequential work flow production systems which are still typical in the mass production of standard 
products. In mixed model assembly line system, it can produce the production sequentially by mixing more than one product on 
the same line. Different range of products are produced on the same line are quiet similar to the main product 
This paper proposes an approach to the mixed model assembly line balancing problem (MALBP) with parallel workstations. 
Different methods are developed to solve assembly line balancing problems. The existing methods to solve assembly line 
balancing problem cannot be applied to combinatorial type problems. When we use heuristics methods for a combinatorial type 
problem which has more number of work elements, it may not give an optimal solution and become tedious. So this paper is 
aimed to propose a method to solve such type of complex line balancing problems. 
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1.  Introduction 
The assembly line balancing is to assign the different tasks to various stations such that the precedence relations 
are maintained and some measurements of effectiveness are being optimized. The main objective of Line Balancing 
is to distribute the required tasks evenly over the work station by minimizing the time of the machines and the 
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operators. Cycle time is one of the important data for the line balancing at any production line. The time required to 
finish one product, or the total time takes before the product leaves the workstation and move to the next 
workstation is called cycle time.  
Cycle Time [1], C = (Effective time available per period /  
Production volume) 
Present market trends show that companies need to span their product ranges in order to meet the consumer’s 
expectations for a higher level of customization of the products. In mixed model assembly lines, a group of similar 
models of a product can be assigned simultaneously. The problem addressed in this paper is a mixed-model 
assembly line balancing problem (MALBP) in which a workstation can be created parallel to existing workstation. 
The MALBP can be classified into two different types, which are referred as dual problems. MALBP-I: minimizes 
the number of workstations, for a given cycle time. This type of problems is used to design a new assembly line in 
which the demand and production rates are known. In MALBP-II: minimizes the cycle time, for a given number of 
workstations. To maximize the production rate of an existing assembly line this type of problems are used. The class 
of problem addressed in this paper is the MALBP-II. 
 
2. Problem description 
 
The problem considered in this paper is the mixed-model assembly line balancing problem (MALBP) which has 
a provision to create parallel workstations. The precedence graph is constructed to help visualize the predecessor 
tasks. The problem considered is the mixed-model assembly line balancing problem with objective to minimize 
cycle time. A set of M similar models (m=1..,M) are assembled simultaneously to the line. The ratio of number units 
of each model assembled to the overall demand is qm.  
qm= 0≤qm≤1  and Σm qm = 1 
Each model has its own set of precedence relationships, but it is possible to combine all the relationships into 
only one precedence diagram with N tasks. The union of the precedence graphs may be performed only if there are 
no conflicts of precedence between the models. Each task (i=1…., N) has a processing time that may vary between 
different models. tim is the integer processing time of task i for a model m (tim=0 indicate that model m does not need 
task i to be assigned). 
Most of the techniques used to balance the mixed model assembly line balancing problem require the 
assignment of each task to a single operator. As a result the longest task processing time determines the production 
rate. To increase the production rate further, the number of operators in a workstation can be replicated. Replication 
process creates parallel workstations. This replication process provide greater flexibility in designing or redesigning 
the assembly line in which cycle time can be made shorter than the longest task processing time. With the increase 
of number of parallel workstations, each operator can perform different number of task. If the replication process of 
workstations is not in a controlled manner, it results in the loss of main advantages of using assembly lines. 
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The problem considered in this paper has a mechanism to control the replication of the workstation [2]. This 
approach can be defined with a user defined parameter in which a minimum processing time that triggers the 
replication process for the workstations (MRT, minimum replication time). This means that, a workstation can be 
replicated, only if the processing time is greater than the minimum replication time. In replicas of the workstation, 
two or more operators working in parallel can be allowed. The total number of replications of workstations can be 
obtained by the longest task processing time is given by, 
 
Rk = [maxm=1,...M; i=1,...N{timxik}]÷ MRT                                                               (1) 
 
3. Methodology 
 
An assembly line balancing problem can be solved by using heuristic methods and Meta heuristic method. The 
major problem of heuristic methods is the possibility of the method to get stuck in regions of local optima, not 
exploring regions with also efficient solutions, or the optimal solution. The Meta heuristics have been developed to 
solve this problem. The problem considered in this paper is NP hard problems, so this problem can be done by 
choosing anyone of the Meta heuristic methods. Since genetic algorithms are the population search, which begins 
from a set of initial solutions are better tool for optimization problems in which it adopt global search method 
instead of local search method. So the Meta heuristic used in this paper is Genetic algorithms. 
In order to solve the cycle time optimization problems, a genetic algorithm-based procedure is proposed. The 
procedure consists of following stages. 
 
3.1. Stage 1- constructive heuristic method for solving the MALBP-I. 
 
The first step for the stage-1 is to find out the lower bound for the cycle time and then developing initial 
solutions. The lower bound for the cycle time in a cycle time reduction problem can be calculated from the ratio 
between the total task processing times and the pre-set number of operators (S). But, this lower bound can be fine-
tuned taking into account the value of minimum replication time. Task with a processing time lower than minimum 
replication time (MRT) can be assigned in a non-replicated workstation. Lower bound for the cycle time can be 
improved by MRT. The lower bound for the cycle time is obtained by: 
 
LB= maxm=1,..Mሼሾσ ݐ௜௠ே௜ୀଵ /S], MRT}                                                                  (2) 
 
 
The solution for pre-defined number of operators (MALBP-I) for the cycle time given by lower bound can be 
obtained by using three simple heuristic, namely (i) maximum average processing time, (ii) maximum number of 
successors and (iii) maximum positional weight. The positional weight of a task is the cumulative task time 
associated with itself and its successors. In mixed-model assembly line, the average task processing times are used 
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to calculate the positional weight 
ݐ௜
ି ൌ σ ݍ௠ݐ௠ெ௠ୀଵ        (3) 
 
For the assignment of task in the assembly line a task must be selected from the list of available tasks, the 
simple heuristic methods choose randomly. The priority rules are to be used for obtaining initial populations. To 
find the cycle time corresponds to the pre-defined number of operators, the cycle time is increased by one unit if the 
total number of operators obtained from solving the MALBP-I is greater than the pr-defined number of operators. If 
the cycle time is increased by one unit, another problem of type –II is obtained and finds its solution. This procedure 
repeated until a solution with the pre-defined number of operators, S, is obtained. The solution for the fixed number 
of operators is used to initiate the stage 1 of the heuristic procedure, which uses the GA procedure, described in the 
following section, with the objective to minimize the cycle time of the line. 
 
3.2. Stage 2—Genetic algorithm procedure GA 
 
The GA procedure reduces the cycle time by one unit obtained at the end of stage 1 and tries to find feasible 
solutions with pre-defined number of operators. When a feasible solution is found, the cycle time is again decreased 
by one unit and the genetic algorithm procedure restarts. When there is no solution or if the stopping criteria are met 
the cycle time is increased by one unit and the last stage of the procedure is triggered.  
The initial population for the genetic algorithm procedure is composed by a set of individuals, which are 
formulated by constructive heuristics. Priority rules are used for assigning task to work stations, it ensures that 
different populations are created. The main goal of genetic algorithm procedure is to find a feasible solution, that is, 
a solution with pre-defined number operators. The GA procedure will continue with a lower cycle time till it finds a 
feasible solution, in the initial population or in the following generations. 
 All solutions in the procedure will have the fixed number of operators. So, a fitness function proposed by 
Simaria and Vilarinho [2,3] used in single model problems that evaluates the workload unbalance between 
workstations was used. This fitness function is given by 
 
ܷ ൌ ܮܮܮܮ െ ͳ෎ቆ
σ ݍ௠ݏ௞௠ெ௠ୀଵ
ܫܶ െ
ͳ
ቇ
ଶ௅௅
௞ୀଵ
 
                                                                   (4) 
Where IT is the total average idle time of the assembly line, given by 
 
IT = ෌ σ ݍ௠ݏ௞௠ெ௠ୀଵ ௅௅௞ୀଵ             (5) 
 
Where qm is the ratio of number of units of each model assembled to the overall demand, and Skm is the 
proportion of the overall idle time in workstation k accountable to model m is given by 
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Skm =  { 0, if σ ݍ௠ݏ௞௠ெ௠ୀଵ       
   { ሺݍ݉ݏ݇݉) / σ ݍ௠ݏ௞௠ெ௠ୀଵ , otherwise    (6) 
 
LL (line length) is the term which is used to define the number of different workstations in the assembly line. It 
may be noted that the number of operators in the assembly line is same as the number of workstations. If some 
operators carryout same set of tasks (in parallel workstations), the number of different workstations can be smaller. 
The maximum value of the fitness function U is equal to 1 when IT is concentrated in only one workstation and 
has a minimum value of zero when it is equally distributed by all the workstations in the assembly line. The 
selection of the individuals for mating is done by tournament selection. It is a very popular strategy that aims to 
imitate mutual competition of individuals during casual meetings with the typical value of 2 for the ‘tournament 
size’. Crossover is the main genetic operator which has the role to combine pieces of information or chromosome 
from different individuals in the population. 
 
4. Numerical problem 
 
Consider two models, A and B with production share values of qA=0.42 and qB=0.58, [4] are simultaneously 
assembled in a production line with a fixed 16 operators. The equivalent precedence diagram for model A and 
model B, with 25 tasks is shown in “Fig 1” and the task processing times for the models A and B are shown in Table 
1. Tasks 9 and task 10 cannot be performed on the same workstation. The workstations performing tasks with 
processing times higher than 94 can be duplicated (MRT=94). The goal is to minimize the cycle time and to balance 
the workload within each workstation. 
 
 
Fig 1. Combined precedence diagram for model A and Model B 
The first step of the proposed procedure is to compute the lower bound for the cycle time. The total sum of the 
task processing times for model A is 1322 and for model B is 1162, so the lower bound for the cycle time in this 
example is 
LB=max {[1322/16], [1162/16], 94} 
The lower bound obtained from the above calculation is 94, which is the minimum replication time considered 
for this problem. 
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Table 1. Processing Time of Model A and Model B 
Task tA tB Task tA tB 
1 0 20 14 13 0 
2 77 77 15 55 55 
3 73 73 16 19 20 
4 150 150 17 37 0 
5 88 88 18 94 94 
6 62 0 19 13 13 
7 36 0 20 0 90 
8 0 20 21 20 20 
9 66 66 22 47 47 
10 25 25 23 96 82 
11 55 55 24 41 37 
12 71 71 25 125 0 
13 59 59       
 
The procedure starts with a cycle time of C=94 and then solves the problem to get solution corresponding to 
preset number of operators. The procedure starts by increasing the value of cycle time by one time unit until a 
solution with 16 operators is found. The cycle time corresponds to the number of pre-specified operators at the end 
of the stage one is 110. This constructive heuristics are generated by the three priority rules which are; maximum 
number of successors, ranked positional weight method, and average processing time. The solution obtained for the 
constructive heuristics with 16 operators is given in the Table 2. 
 
Table 2. Solution for constructive heuristics with 16 operators. 
Station K Task WA WB 
No. of 
operator 
1 1,3 73 93 1 
2 5 88 88 1 
3 6,7 98 0 1 
4 4,11 205 205 2 
5 8,13 59 79 1 
6 2,10 102 102 1 
7 9,14,16 98 86 1 
8 18 94 94 1 
9 12,19 84 84 1 
10 17,21,22 104 67 1 
11 15,23 151 137 2 
12 20 0 90 1 
13 24,25 166 37 2 
 
The first column indicates the workstation index k, and the second column represents assignment of task to the 
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workstation. Workload of each workstation is represented by WA and WB for each model A and B respectively in 
the third and fourth column and the fifth column is the number of operators in each workstation. One should note 
that the workstations 4, 11, 13 are replicated to produce three parallel workstations and an operator is allotted to 
each workstations. 
The second stage starts (Procedure GA) with cycle time, C=109, in which the cycle time obtained at the end of 
stage 1 is reduced by one unit. During this stage whenever a solution with 16 operators is achieved, the value of 
cycle time is decreased by one unit. The best feasible solution with 16 operators is found for this stage with 
C=94.The solution obtained at the end of the stage 2 is shown in the Table 3. 
 
Table 3. Solution for the stage 2 (GA) 
Station K Task WA WB 
No. of 
operator 
1 1,2 77 90 1 
2 3 73 73 1 
3 5 88 88 1 
4 4,7,8 186 170 2 
5 6 62 0 1 
6 11 55 55 1 
7 10,13 84 84 1 
8 9,16 85 86 1 
9 12,14 84 71 1 
10 18 94 94 1 
11 15,17 92 55 1 
12 19,21,22,23 176 162 2 
13 20,24,25 166 127 2 
 
The first column indicates the workstation index k, and the second column represents assignment of task to the 
workstation. Workload of each workstation is represented by WA and WB for each model A and B respectively in 
the third and fourth column and the fifth column is the number of operators in each workstation. At the end of the 
stage 2 (GA) the solution obtained has three parallel workstations. From table 3, the workstations 4, 12, 13 are 
replicated to produce three parallel workstations each.  
The genetic algorithm procedure is run for 100 iterations. It has been observed that after 16 iterations, there is 
no considerable change in the cycle time. Fig.2 shows the variation of the cycle time with the number of iterations. 
Up to 16 iterations the cycle time can be reduced to one unit and after 16 iterations cycle time remains unchanged 
for the further iterations. 
 It has been observed that the value of cycle time 94 remains unchanged after 16th iterations over 100 iterations. 
It means that cycle time 94 cannot be reduced to further value and this value of cycle time is not below the lower 
bound, which means that this solution is optimal. 
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Fig 2. Variation of cycle time with Iterations 
5. Conclusion 
 
This paper presents an iterative procedure for solving mixed model assembly lines (MALBP) using genetic 
algorithms with parallel workstations. The main goal is to maximize the production rate of the assembly line for a 
pre-defined number of operators. The objective of this paper can be extended to one more objective, minimization of 
workstations in a mixed model assembly line balancing problem. With the problem addressed in this paper a method 
to optimize the number of workstations in a mixed model assembly line can be developed using GA. Using the same 
meta heuristics, a method can be developed for simultaneous optimization of cycle time and the number of 
workstations in a mixed model assembly line balancing problem.  
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